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Stability of a circular epitaxial island
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Abstract

The morphological stability of a single, epitaxially growing, circular adatom island with a radially symmetric adatom distribu-
tion is studied using a Burton–Cabrera–Frank type island dynamics model. Various kinds of boundary conditions for the adatom
density that include the thermodynamic equilibrium value, line tension, and attachment–detachment kinetics, and different ve-
locity formulas with or without the one-dimensional “surface” diffusion are examined. Rigorous analysis shows that the circular
island is always stable if its normalized areaA is larger than a critical value. IfA is less than such a critical value, and if neither
the line tension nor surface diffusion is present, then there exists a critical wavenumberkc = kc(A) such that the island is only
stable for wavenumbers less thankc. When the line tension or surface diffusion is present, small islands are always stable. In
particular, the Bales–Zangwill instability for straight steps due to the kinetic asymmetry does not exist for small circular islands.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The morphology of an epitaxially growing thin film surface consists of atomic terraces or islands, steps or island
boundaries, and kinks, cf.Fig. 1, and is determined by the interplay between the microscopic processes such as
atom adsorption and desorption, atomic island nucleation, adatom (adsorbed atoms) diffusion, adatom attachment
and detachment to and from island boundaries, and island coalescence[4,14,18].
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Fig. 1. Microscopic processes in epitaxial growth of thin films.

Burton, Cabrera and Frank[5] first developed a systematic and detailed model – BCF model – to describe the
adatom density and the motion of steps in epitaxial growth of thin films. In this model, the adatom density solves
a diffusion equation with an equilibrium boundary condition, and steps move at a velocity determined from a two-
sided diffusive flux of adatoms to the edges. Modifications of the BCF model have been made in[3,10,11,13,15]
to incorporate into the boundary conditions additional effects, such as the curvature of the step or boundary and in
particular the Ehrlich–Schwoebel barrier—a higher energy barrier that must be overcome by an adatom in order
for it to stick to the boundary from an upper terrace[8,20,21], cf. Fig. 2. Such asymmetry in the attachment and
detachment of adatoms to and from terrace boundaries is the origin of the Bales–Zangwill morphological instability
for straight atomic steps[3]. Caflisch et al.[6] have recently developed a kinetic step model that includes the kinetics
missing in the original BCF model. Based on such a kinetic model, Caflisch and Li[7] have derived rigorously a
set of boundary conditions for the adatom density that includes line tension and attachment–detachment kinetics,
and a normal velocity law that includes one-dimensional “surface” diffusion, cf. also[12,14,17–19].

In this work, we use a BCF type island dynamics model to study the morphological stability of a single, epitaxially
growing, circular adatom island with a radially symmetric adatom distribution with respect to perturbation in both
radial and angular directions. This problem is of practical interest, since in the early stage of epitaxial growth,
adatom islands are often small and circularly shaped, and are also far apart from each other so that their interaction
can be neglected[16,22,23]. Similarly, in the coarsening process of epitaxial growth, shrinking islands are often
small and circularly shaped, and their interaction with other islands, mainly through a mean field, can be weak
[16,22].

Fig. 2. The Ehrlich–Schwoebel barrier.
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We assume that the growing circular island is contained geometrically in a large concentric circle on the surface.
On the outer boundary of this large circle, we impose the flux-free boundary condition. This models the larger circle
as the capture zone of the growing circular adatom island. We examine both thermodynamic and kinetic boundary
conditions and their related normal velocity laws. The thermodynamic boundary conditions are determined by the
Gibbs–Thomson relation in terms of adatom equilibrium value and line tension. The kinetic boundary conditions
include the attachment–detachment kinetics. The related normal velocity is determined by the two-sided flux,
together with the one-dimensional “surface” diffusion. We remark that, unlike for the motion of a straight step in
step-flow growth, there is no kinetic steady state with a constant normal velocity for a growing circular island.

Our main results are the following:

(1) The circular island is always stable if its normalized areaA is larger than a critical value.
(2) If the normalized areaA is less than this critical value, and if neither the line tension nor surface diffusion is

present, then there exists a critical wavenumberkc =kc(A) such that the island is only stable for wavenumbers
less thankc.

(3) If the line tension or surface diffusion is present, small circular islands are always stable. In particular, the small
wavenumber Bales–Zangwill instability[3] for straight steps due to the Ehrlich–Schwoebel effect does not exist
for small circular islands.

In [1,2], a single disk on a substrate is considered in the special case of only one-sided attachment and by
neglecting one-dimensional “surface” diffusion. Moreover, a constant mean concentration is used as a far-field
condition. A disk-shaped ice crystal growing in undercooled water is considered in[9]. Our underlying physical
problems and the related models differ from the previous ones in having an external flux (the deposition flux), a
flux-free (instead of a mean-field density value) far-field condition, the kinetic attachment–detachment condition,
and the one-dimensional “surface” diffusion.

2. Description of dynamics of a single epitaxial island

Consider a single, epitaxially growing island on a large crystal surface. The island is one atomic layer higher than
the neighboring surface. Denote byΩ+ (t) andΩ− (t), respectively, the regions occupied by the island (the upper
terrace) and that of the neighboring surface (the lower terrace) at timet. Denote also byΓ (t) =Ω+(t) ∩Ω−(t) the
boundary of the island at timet. In the framework of a BCF model, the dynamics of the single island is described by
the diffusion equation for the adatom densityρ =ρ(x, t) with x= (x1, x2) on the surface except the island boundary
Γ (t), the boundary condition forρ on the boundaryΓ (t), and the normal velocityv of the boundaryΓ (t). The
diffusion equation is[5,11,18]

∂tρ −D∇2ρ = F − τ−1ρ −N inΩ+(t) ∪Ω−(t), (2.1)

whereD> 0 is the diffusion constant,F> 0 the deposition flux rate which is assumed to be a constant,τ−1 the
desorption rate, andN the rate of island nucleation.

There are mainly two classes of boundary conditions.

A. Thermodynamic boundary conditions(TBC) [3,5,11,14,18,19]

ρ = ρe(1 + γκ) onΓ (t), (2.2)

whereρe is a thermodynamic equilibrium value of the adatom density for a straight step,γ ≥ 0 represents the
step stiffness, andκ is the curvature of the boundaryΓ (t). We adopt the convention thatκ > 0 for a convex curve
such as a circle.
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B. Kinetic boundary conditions(KBC) [3,7,11,12,14,18,19]{
−D∇ρ+ · n = k+(ρ+ − ρ∗ − µκ)

D∇ρ− · n = k−(ρ− − ρ∗ − µκ)
onΓ (t), (2.3)

whereρ+ andρ− denote the restriction of the densityρ onto the boundaryΓ (t) from the upper and lower
terraces, respectively,n is the unit normal of the boundaryΓ (t) pointing from the upper into lower terrace,k+
andk− are the attachment rates of adatoms to the boundaryΓ (t) from the upper and lower terraces, respectively,
ρ∗ is a reference density, andµ≥ 0 is a constant. Since the normal velocityv of the island boundary is small
in a typical epitaxial growth, we drop in the boundary condition(2.3) the usual convection termvρ [7,11]. The
termρ∗ can be either a thermodynamic equilibrium value or a kinetic steady state value. For simplicity, we shall
takeρ∗ to be a constant. The kinetic constantµ can be proportional to the stiffness of the boundaryΓ (t) or can
come from a transition energy barrier, see[3,5,6,7,17,18]. In general, we havek+ ≤ k− with our notation. The
strict inequality models the Ehrlich–Schwoebel effect. Formally, settingk− =k+ =∞ in (2.3), we obtain(2.2)
with ρe= ρ∗ andγ =µ/ρ∗.

We assume the following law for the normal velocityv of the island boundaryΓ (t) that is derived by Caflisch
and Li [7] from kinetics (cf. also[14])

v = −D[∇ρ · n] + νκss, (2.4)

where the bracket [·] denotes the jump across the island boundary and is defined for anyuby [u] :=u|Ω+(t) − u|Ω−(t)
onΓ (t), ν≥ 0 is a constant, and the subscriptsdenotes the tangential derivative along the boundary. The termκss
represents one-dimensional “surface” diffusion. The coefficientν is related to line tension and edge diffusion[7].

Finally, we assume that both the upper and lower terraces are enclosed in a large, fixed circleΓ∞ with radius
R∞. We impose the flux-free far-field condition

∇ρ · n = 0 onΓ∞, (2.5)

wheren denotes the unit exterior normal at theΓ∞. Such a boundary condition models the large, circular region as
the capture zone of the single island.

Under typical conditions for epitaxial growth, the diffusion constant is very large, the desorption is negligible,
and the island growth rate is very small due to a low deposition rate. For simplicity, we will leave out the nucleation
termN. Therefore, in what follows, we shall only consider, instead of(2.1), the quasi-steady diffusion equation

−D�ρ = F inΩ+(t) ∪Ω−(t). (2.6)

The dynamics is recovered through the motion of the island boundaryΓ (t).
In summary, our mathematical formulation of the underlying problem consists of the diffusion equation(2.6),

the boundary condition forρ given by(2.2) or (2.3), the far-field condition(2.5), and the velocity law(2.4). In
addition, the adatom densityρ is assumed to be continuous at the center of the island.

3. A single circular island and its perturbation

We now take the single island described above to be a circular island centered at the origin O with radiusR(t) at
time t, cf. Fig. 3. The upper terrace, i.e., the circular island, occupiesΩ+(t), and the lower terrace occupiesΩ−(t).
The corresponding island boundaryΓ (t) is the circler =R(t) with r = |x|. The outer boundary of the entire circular
regionΩ+(t) ∪Ω−(t), which is also centered at the origin O, isΓ∞:r =R∞. We assume that 0 <R0 R∞ with
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Fig. 3. A circular epitaxial island.

R0=R(0). The unit normaln, the normal velocityv, and the curvatureκ of the circular boundaryΓ (t) are given by

n = (cosθ, sinθ), v = R′(t), κ = 1

R(t)
, (3.1)

respectively, whereθ is the angle in the polar coordinate system.

3.1. Radially symmetric solution

We consider the radially symmetric solutionρ = ρ(r, t) with r = |x| for the problem

−D�ρ = F inΩ+(t) ∪Ω−(t), (3.2)

boundary conditions forρ onΓ (t) : r = R(t), (3.3)

ρ is continuous atr = 0, (3.4)

∇ρ · n = 0 onΓ∞ : r = R∞, (3.5)

v = −D[∇ρ · n] + νκss onΓ (t) : r = R(t), (3.6)

where the boundary condition(3.3) is given by(2.2)or (2.3). Since�ρ = (1/r)∂r(rρr) and the curvatureκ = 1/R(t)
is spatially constant, we get from(3.2)–(3.6)that

ρ(r, t) =




ρ+(r, t) = F

4D
(R(t)2 − r2) + C+(t) inΩ+(t),

ρ−(r, t) = F

4D
(R(t)2 − r2) + FR2∞

2D
ln

(
r

R(t)

)
+ C−(t) inΩ−(t),

(3.7)

for TBC : C+(t) = C−(t) = ρe

(
1 + γ

R(t)

)
, (3.8)

for KBC :



C+(t) = ρ∗ + µ

R(t)
+ FR(t)

2k+
,

C−(t) = ρ∗ + µ

R(t)
+ F

2k−

(
R2∞
R(t)

− R(t)

)
,

(3.9)

v = FR2∞
2R(t)

= FR2∞
2

κ. (3.10)

Sincev=R′(t), the radiusR(t) satisfies (R(t)2)′ =FR2∞. Thus, withR(0) =R0, we obtain the mass conservation

A(t) = A0 + Ft ∀t > 0,
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whereA(t)= (R(t)/R∞)2 is the normalized area andA0= (R(0)/R∞)2. Notice that there exists a uniquet∞ > 0 defined
byR(t∞) =R∞ that satisfies

t∞ = R2∞ − R2
0

FR2∞
= 1

F
(1 − A0) <

1

F
. (3.11)

3.2. Perturbation

Consider the perturbation in both radial and angular directions

ρ̃(r, θ, t) = ρ(r, t) + ερ1(r, θ, t), (3.12)

R̃(θ, t) = R(t) + εR1(θ, t), (3.13)

whereε is a parameter small in magnitude. Denote byΓ̃ (t) = {r = R̃(θ, t)}, the perturbed island boundary. Denote
also byΩ̃+(t) andΩ̃−(t) the perturbed upper and lower terraces, respectively. The perturbedρ̃(r, θ, t) andR̃(θ, t),
together with the corresponding normal velocityṽ and curvature ˜κ, satisfy a set of equations, similar to(3.2)–(3.6),
on Ω̃+(t) ∪ Ω̃−(t). In particular, the boundary conditions are

TBC : ρ̃ = ρe(1 + γκ̃) onΓ̃ (t) : r = R̃(θ, t), (3.14)

KBC :

{
−D∇ρ̃+ · ñ = k+(ρ̃+ − ρ∗ − µκ̃)

D∇ρ̃− · ñ = k−(ρ̃− − ρ∗ − µκ̃)
onΓ̃ (t) : r = R̃(θ, t), (3.15)

and the normal velocity is

ṽ = −D[∇ρ̃ · ñ] + vκ̃s̃s̃ onΓ̃ (t) : r = R̃(θ, t). (3.16)

Standard calculations lead to the following linearized system for the perturbationρ1 =ρ1(r, θ, t) andR1 =R1
(θ, t), in which the boundary conditions(3.22) and (3.23)and the velocity law(3.21)are derived inAppendix A:

�ρ1 = 0 inΩ+(t) ∪Ω−(t), (3.17)

boundary conditions forρ1 onΓ (t) : r = R(t), (3.18)

ρ1 is continuous atr = 0, (3.19)

∂rρ1(R∞, θ, t) = 0, (3.20)

∂tR1(θ, t) = −D[R1(θ, t)∂rrρ(R(t), t) + ∂rρ1(R(t), θ, t)] − v

(R(t))4
(∂θθθθR1(θ, t) + ∂θθR1(θ, t)), (3.21)

where the boundary conditions(3.18)are given by

TBC :



R1(θ, t)∂rρ+(R(t), t) + ρ1+(R(t), θ, t) = − ρeγ

(R(t))2
(∂θθR1(θ, t) + R1(θ, t)),

R1(θ, t)∂rρ−(R(t), t) + ρ1−(R(t), θ, t) = − ρeγ

(R(t))2
(∂θθR1(θ, t) + R1(θ, t)),

(3.22)
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KBC :




−DR1(θ, t)∂rrρ+(R(t), t) −D∂rρ1+(R(t), θ, t)

= k+
(
R1(θ, t)∂rρ+(R(t), t) + ρ1+(R(t), θ, t) + µ

(R(t))2
(∂θθR1(θ, t) + R1(θ, t))

)
,

DR1(θ, t)∂rrρ−(R(t), t) +D∂rρ1−(R(t), θ, t)

= k−
(
R1(θ, t)∂rρ−(R(t), t) + ρ1−(R(t), θ, t) + µ

(R(t))2
(∂θθR1(θ, t) + R1(θ, t))

)
.

(3.23)

3.3. Dispersion relation

Consider perturbationsR1 =R1(θ, t) andρ1 =ρ1(r, θ, t) which are periodic in the angular variableθ. The general
solution of the linearized system(3.17)–(3.21)is of the form

R1(θ, t) =
+∞∑
k=−∞

R̂1,ke
w(k,t)eikθ,

ρ1(r, θ, t) =




+∞∑
k=−∞

U1+(k, r, t)ew(k,t)+ikθ inΩ+(t),

+∞∑
k=−∞

U1−(k, r, t)ew(k,t)+ikθ inΩ−(t),

where for each integer wavenumberk≥ 0, R̂1,k is a constant,ω(k, t) is the growth exponent whose time derivative
∂tω(k, t) represents the growth rate,i =

√−1, andU1+(k, r, t) andU1−(k, r, t) are independent ofθ. To study the
linearized stability, however, it suffices for us to consider the principal mode solution

R1,k(θ, t) = R̂1,ke
ω(k,t)+ikθ, (3.24)

ρ1,k(r, θ, t) =


U+(k, r, t)eω(k,t)+ikθ inΩ+(t),

U−(k, r, t)eω(k,t)+ikθ inΩ−(t),
(3.25)

for any integer wave numberk≥ 0.
Since the Laplacian in the polar coordinate system is given by∆= ∂rr + (1/r)∂r + (1/r2)∂θθ, we have by(3.17)

thatUrr + (1/r)Ur − (k2/r2)Ur = 0, whereU=U1±. SetU= rα to getα(α− 1) +α− k2 = 0, i.e.,a=±k. Thus, ifk> 0,

ρ1,k(r, θ, t) =



(â+rk + b̂+r−k)eω(k,t)+ikθ inΩ+(t),

(â−rk + b̂−r−k)eω(k,t)+ikθ inΩ−(t),

where â± = â±(k, t) andb̂± = b̂±(k, t) are independent ofθ and r. By (3.19) and (3.20), we get b̂+ = 0 and
b̂− = R2k∞â−. Therefore,

ρ1,k(r, θ, t) =


â+rkeω(k,t)+ikθ inΩ+(t),

â−(rk + R2k∞r−k)eω(k,t)+ikθ inΩ−(t).
(3.26)

This is also true fork= 0.
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By a series of calculations, we obtain from the TBC(3.22)that

(R(t))kâ+ +
(
ρeγ(1 − k2)

(R(t))2
− FR(t)

2D

)
R̂1,k = 0, (3.27)

(
(R(t))k + R2k∞

(R(t))k

)
â− +

(
ρeγ(1 − k2)

(R(t))2
− FR(t)

2D
+ FR2∞

2DR(t)

)
R̂1,k = 0, (3.28)

from the KBC(3.23)that

−(Dk(R(t))k−1 + k+(R(t))k)â+ +
(
F

2
+ k+FR(t)

2D
− k+µ(1 − k2)

(R(t))2

)
R̂1,k = 0, (3.29)

{
Dk

(
(R(t))k−1 − R2k∞

(R(t))k+1

)
− k−

(
(R(t))k + R2k∞

(R(t))k

)}
â−

+
{
−F

2

(
1 + R2∞

(R(t))2

)
+ k−F

2D

(
R(t) − R2∞

R(t)

)
− k−µ(1 − k2)

(R(t))2

}
R̂1,k = 0, (3.30)

and from the velocity formula(3.21)that

Dk(R(t))k−1â+ −Dk

(
(R(t))k−1 − R2k∞

(R(t))k+1

)
â− +

(
∂tω(k, t) + FR2∞

2(R(t))2
+ ν(k4 − k2)

(R(t))4

)
R̂1,k = 0.

(3.31)

In order to have a nontrivial solution(3.24) and (3.25), we must have ˆa+, â−, andR̂1,k not all zero. Thus, the
homogeneous system of linear equations for ˆa+, â−, andR̂1,k must be singular. Consequently, for the TBC, we
have from(3.27), (3.28), and(3.31)that∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(R(t))k 0
ρeγ(1 − k2)

(R(t))2
− FR(t)

2D

0 (R(t))k + R2k∞
(R(t))k

ρeγ(1 − k2)

(R(t))2
− FR(t)

2D
+ FR2∞

2DR(t)

Dk(R(t))k−1 −Dk
(

(R(t)k−1 − R2k∞
(R(t))k+1

)
∂tω(k, t) + FR2∞

2(R(t))2
+ ν(k4 − k2)

(R(t))4

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0. (3.32)

Similarly, for the KBC, we have from(3.29)–(3.31)that∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

−DkRk−1 − k+Rk 0
F

2
+ k+FR

2D
− k+P

0 DkQ− k−

(
Rk + R2k∞

Rk

)
−F

2

(
1 + R2∞

R2

)
+ k−F

2D

(
R− R2∞

R2

)
− k−P

DkRk−1 −DkQ ∂tω(k, t) + FR2∞
2R2

+ ν(k4 − k2)

R4

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0,

(3.33)

where
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R = R(t), P = µ(1 − k2)

R2
, Q = Rk−1 − R2k∞

Rk+1
.

These equations determine the dispersion relation, i.e., the growth rate∂tω(k, t), for k> 0. We say the circular island
is (linearly) stable at timet∈ [0, t∞] with respect to a wavenumberk> 0, if ∂tω(k, t) < 0, wheret∞ is defined by
R(t∞) =R∞, cf. (3.11).

4. Stability analysis: thermodynamic boundary conditions

Consider the thermodynamic boundary condition(3.14)and the general velocity(3.16). The definition of the
normalized areaA=A(t) = (R(t)/R∞)2 leads toR=R(t) =R∞A1/2. NoteA0 =A(0). From(3.32), we obtain for all
k≥ 0 that

∂tω(k, t) = F ((1 − 2A)k − (k + 1)Ak − 1)

2A(1 + Ak)
− 2Dρeγ(k3 − k)

R3∞A3/2(1 + Ak)
− ν(k4 − k2)

R4∞A2
. (4.1)

Recall that we only consider wavenumberk≥ 0 which is an integer. The following results are true whether the
line tension or surface diffusion is included or not.

Proposition 4.1. Letγ ≥ 0 andν≥ 0.

(1) If k= 0, 1,then∂tω(k, t) < 0 for any t∈ [0, t∞).
(2) Let t∈ [0, t∞) be such that A=A(t) ≥ 1/2, then∂tω(k, t) < 0 for any wavenumber k.
(3) We have for any t∈ [0, t∞) that

∂tω(k, t) = − ν

R4∞A2
k4 − 2Dρeγ

R3∞A3/2
k3 + ν

R4∞A2
k2 +

(
2Dρeγ

R3∞A3/2
+ F (1 − 2A)

2A

)
k + O(1) as k → ∞.

(4.2)

Proof.

(1) By (4.1), ∂tω(0, t) =−F/(2A) < 0 and∂tω(1, t) =−2F/(1 +A) < 0.
(2) If A≥ 1/2, then by(4.1)

∂tω(k, t) ≤ −F ((k + 1)Ak + 1)

2A(1 + Ak)
< 0.

(3) This follows from(4.1)and a series of straight forward calculations. �

Proposition 4.2. Let t∈ [0, t∞).

(1) Letγ > 0 andν≥ 0.We have∂tω(k, t) < 0 for any wavenumber k, if

A(t) ≤
(

24Dρeγ

FR3∞

)2

. (4.3)

(2) Letγ ≥ 0 andν > 0.We have∂tω(k, t) < 0 for all wavenumber k, if

A(t) ≤ 24v

FR4∞
. (4.4)
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Proof. By Part (1) ofProposition 4.1, we may assume thatk≥ 2.

(1) By (4.1) and (4.3), we have

∂tω(k, t) <
F (k − 1)

2A(1 + Ak)
− 2Dρeγ(k3 − k)

R3∞A3/2(1 + Ak)
= k − 1

A(1 + Ak)

(
F

2
− 12Dρeγ

R3∞
√
A

)
≤ 0.

(2) By (4.1) and (4.4), we have

∂tω(k, t) <
F (k − 1)

2A
− νk2(k2 − 1)

R4∞A2
≤ k − 1

A

(
F

2
− 12ν

R4∞A2

)
≤ 0.

�

Proposition 4.3. Assumeγ = ν = 0. Let t∈ [0, t∞] be such that A0 ≤A=A(t) < 1/2. Then there exists a unique
kc = kc(A) > 1/(1− 2A) such that

∂tω(k, t) < 0 for k < kc and ∂tω(k, t) > 0 for k > kc. (4.5)

Proof. In this case, we have by(4.1) that

∂tω(k, t) = F

2A(1 + Ak)
((1 − 2A)k − (k + 1)Ak − 1). (4.6)

Define

f (k) := (1 − 2A)k − (k + 1)Ak − 1

for any k≥ 0. By (4.6), ∂tω(k, t) = 0 if and only if f(k)= 0. It is easy to see thatf(k) is smooth on [0,∞),
f(k) ≤ − (k+ 1)Ak < 0 for anyk∈ [0, 1/(1− 2A)], and limk→∞ f(k) =∞. Moreover, for anyk> 1/(1− 2A) > 1,

f ′(k) = 1 − 2A− Ak(1 + (k + 1) lnA) > −Ak(1 + 2 ln
1

2
) = Ak(ln 4 − 1)> 0.

Thus, there exists a uniquekc =kc(A)> 1/(1− 2A) that satisfies(4.5). �

Fig. 4 is the stability diagram in the (A, k)-plane for the thermodynamics boundary condition withγ = ν = 0 and
A< 1/2. The curve,k=kc(A), is obtained by solving the equation∂tω(k, t) = 0 in which the growth rate∂tω(k, t) is
given by(4.1)with γ = ν = 0.

We see from our analysis that the circular island is always stable if its normalized areaA≥ 1/2. The island
is asymptotically stable, with a decay rate proportional tok4 if the surface diffusion is included, or tok3 if the
surface diffusion is not but the line tension is included. In general, a small circular island is always stable, if
the line tension or surface diffusion is included. IfA< 1/2, and if neither the line tension nor surface diffusion is

Fig. 4. The stability diagram in the (A, k)-plane for the thermodynamic boundary condition withγ = ν = 0. The curve,k=kc(A), separates the
stable region (marked by “−”) and the unstable region (marked by “+”).
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included, then there exists a critical wavenumberkc= kc(A) such that the island is stable only for the wavenumber
k< kc.

5. Stability analysis: kinetic boundary conditions

Consider now the kinetic boundary condition(3.15)and the general velocity(3.16). From(3.33), we obtain using
the fact thatR=R∞A1/2 that for allk≥ 0,

∂tω(k, t) = − F

2A
− ν(k4 − k2)

R4∞A2
− Dk((F/2) + (k+FR∞A1/2/2D) + (k+µ(k2 − 1)/R2∞A))

Dk + k+R∞A1/2

+ Dk(1 − Ak)[(F/2)(1+ (1/A)) + (k−FR∞A1/2/2D)((1/A) − 1) − (k−µ(k2 − 1)/R2∞A)]

k−R∞A1/2(Ak + 1) +Dk(1 − Ak)
.

(5.1)

Fork± → ∞, we recover(4.1)with ρeγ =µ, as expected.

Proposition 5.1. Letµ≥ 0 andν≥ 0.

(1) We have for any t∈ [0, t∞) and k= 0, 1 that ∂tω(k, t) < 0.
(2) Let t∈ [0, t∞) be such that A=A(t) ≥ k−/(k− +k+), then∂tω(k, t) < 0 for any wavenumber k.
(3) For any t∈ [0, t∞), we have

∂tω(k, t) = − ν

R4∞A2
k4 +

(
ν

R4∞A2
− µ(k+ + k−)

R2∞A

)
k2

+ µ(k2+ + k2−)

DR∞A1/2
k + FR∞A1/2

2D

(
k−
(

1

A
− 1

)
− k+

)
+ O

(
1

k

)
as k → ∞. (5.2)

Proof.

(1) By (5.1), ∂tω(0, t) =−F/(2A) < 0 and

∂tω(1, t) = − F

2A
− D((F/2) + (k+FR∞A1/2)/2D)

D+ k+R∞A1/2

+ D(1 − A)[(F/2)(1+ (1/A) + ((k−FR∞A1/2)/2D)((1/A) − 1)]

k−R∞A1/2(A+ 1) +D(1 − A)

= − F

2A
− F

2
+ F

2A

D(1 − A2) + k−R∞A1/2(1 − A)2

k−R∞A1/2(A+ 1) +D(1 − A)

= − F

2A

k−R∞A1/2((1 − A)2 + (1 + A)2)

k−R∞A1/2(A+ 1) +D(1 − A)
= −2Fk−R∞A1/2

k−R∞A1/2(A+ 1) +D(1 − A)
< 0.

(2) Sincek+ ≤ k− andA0 ≤A< 1, we have
Dk(1 − Ak)

Dk(1 − Ak) + k−R∞A1/2(1 + Ak)
≤ Dk(1 − Ak)

Dk(1 − Ak) + k+R∞A1/2
≤ Dk

Dk + k+R∞A1/2
,

where in the second step the inequalityx/(x+z) ≤ y/(y+z) for x≤ y andx, y, z> 0 is used. By(5.1), we get
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∂tω(k, t) ≤ − F

2A
− Dk[(F/2) + ((k+FR∞A1/2)/2D)]

Dk + k+R∞A1/2

+ Dk(Ak − 1)[(−F/2)(1+ (1/A)) + (k−FR∞A1/2/2D)[1 − (1/A)]

k−R∞A1/2(Ak + 1) −Dk(Ak − 1)

= − F

2A
+ Dk(F/2)

Dk + k+R∞A1/2
− Dk(k+FR∞A1/2/2D)

Dk + k+R∞A1/2

+ Dk(1 − Ak)((F/2)(1+ (1/A))

k−R∞A1/2(1 + Ak) +Dk(1 − Ak)

+ Dk(1 − Ak)(k−FR∞A1/2/2D)[(1/A) − 1]

k−R∞A1/2(1 + Ak) +Dk(1 − Ak)

≤ − F

2A
− Dk(F/2)

Dk + k+R∞A1/2

− Dk(k+FR∞A1/2/2D)

Dk + k+R∞A1/2
+ Dk((F/2)(1+ (1/A))

Dk + k+R∞A1/2

+ Dk(1 − Ak)(k−FR∞A1/2/2D)[(1/A) − 1]

k−R∞A1/2(1 + Ak) +Dk(1 − Ak)

= − F

2A
+ Dk(F/2A)

Dk + k+R∞A1/2
− Dk((k+FR∞A1/2)/2D)

Dk + k+R∞A1/2

+ Dk(1 − Ak)k−FR∞A1/2/2D)((1/A) − 1)

k−R∞A1/2(1 + Ak) +Dk(1 − Ak)

≤ −Dk((k+FR∞A1/2)/2D)

Dk + k+R∞A1/2

+ Dk(1 − Ak)(k−FR∞A1/2/2D)((1/A) − 1)

k−R∞A1/2(1 + Ak) +Dk(1 − Ak)
.

Consequently, a sufficient condition for∂tω(k, t) < 0 in this case is that

(1 − Ak)k−[(1/A) − 1]

k−R∞A1/2(Ak + 1) +Dk(1 − Ak)
<

k+
Dk + k+R∞A1/2

⇔ (1 − Ak)k−((1/A) − 1)(Dk + k+R∞A1/2) < k+[(k−R∞A1/2(Ak + 1) +Dk(1 − Ak)]

⇔ k−Dk(1 − Ak)

A
+ k+k−R∞(1 − Ak)

A1/2
< Dk(1 − Ak)(k− + k+) + 2k−k+R∞A1/2.

The last inequality can be easily verified to be true ifA>k−/(k+ +k−).
(3) This follows from(5.1)and a series of straight forward calculations.

�

We remark that, ifk± → ∞, the estimateA≥ 1/2 for the thermodynamic case is recovered, and the largek
expansion(5.2)becomes(4.2)with ρeγ =µ.
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Proposition 5.2. Let t∈ [0, t∞).

(1) Letµ> 0 andν≥ 0.We have∂tω(k, t) < 0 for any wavenumber k, if

A(t) ≤
(

6µD

FR3∞

)2

. (5.3)

(2) Letµ≥ 0 andν > 0.We have∂tω(k, t) < 0 for any wavenumber k, if

A(t) ≤
(

24Dv

Fk−R5∞

)2/3

. (5.4)

Proof. By Part (1) ofProposition 5.1, we may assume thatk≥ 2.

(1) As in the proof ofProposition 5.1 (2), we get by(5.1) and (5.3)that

∂tω(k, t) = − F

2A
− Dk[(F/2) + ((k+FR∞A1/2)/2D) + ((k+µ(k2 − 1)/R2∞A)]

Dk + k+R∞A1/2

+ Dk(1−Ak)[(F/2)(1+(1/A))+((k−FR∞A1/2)/2D)((1/A) − 1) − (k−µ(k2 − 1)/R2∞A)]

k−R∞A1/2(Ak + 1) +Dk(1 − Ak)

= − F

2A
− Dk(F/2)

Dk + k+R∞A1/2
+ Dk(1 − Ak)[(F/2)(1+ (1/A)]

k−R∞A1/2(1 + Ak) +Dk(1 − Ak)

+ Dk(1 − Ak)[(k−FR∞A1/2/2D)((1/A) − 1(−(k−µ(k2 − 1)/R2∞A)]

k−R∞A1/2(1 + Ak) +Dk(1 − Ak)

< − F

2A
− Dk(F/2)

Dk + k+R∞A1/2
+ Dk((F/2)(1+ (1/A))

Dk + k+R∞A1/2

+ Dk(1 − Ak)[((k−FR∞A1/2/2D)((1/A) − 1) − k−µ(k2 − 1)/R2∞A]

k−R∞A1/2(1 + Ak) +Dk(1 − Ak)

= − F

2A
+ Dk(F/2A)

Dk + k+R∞A1/2

+ Dk(1 − Ak)[((k−FR∞A1/2/2D)((1/A) − 1) − k−µ(k2 − 1)/R2∞A]

k−R∞A1/2(1 + Ak) +Dk(1 − Ak)

<
Dk(1 − Ak)[((k−FR∞A1/2/2D)((1/A) − 1) − k−µ(k2 − 1)/R2∞A]

k−R∞A1/2(1 + Ak) +Dk(1 − Ak)

≤ Dk(1 − Ak)[k−FR∞A1/2/2DA) − 3k−µ/(R2∞A)]

k−R∞A1/2(1 + Ak) +Dk(1 − Ak)
≤ 0.

(2) By (5.1), we have

∂tω(k, t) ≤ − F

2A
− ν(k4 − k2)

R4∞A2
− (F/2)(Dk + kk+R∞A1/2)

Dk + k+R∞A1/2
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Fig. 5. The stability diagram in the (A, k)-plane for the kinetic boundary condition withµ= ν = 0 butF �= 0. The curve,k = kc(A), separates the
stable region (marked by “−”) and the unstable region (marked by “+”).

+ Dk[(F/2)(1+ (1/A)) + (k−FR∞A1/2)/2D)((1/A) − 1]

Dk + k−R∞A1/2
< − F

2A
− ν(k4 − k2)

R4∞A2
− F

2

+ (F/2)((Dk(1/A) + 1) + kk−R∞A1/2((1/A) − 1)

Dk + k−R∞A1/2
< − F

2A
− ν(k4 − k2)

R4∞A2
− F

2

+F
2

(
1

A
+ 1

)
+ (F/2)kk−R∞A1/2((1/A) − 1)

Dk + k−R∞A1/2
< − 12ν

R4∞A2
+ Fk−R∞

2DA1/2
≤ 0.

�

Remark 5.1. Assumeµ= ν = 0. Let∈ [0, t∞) be such thatA0 ≤A=A(t) <k−/(k− +k+). Then our numerical calcu-
lations strongly suggest that there exists a critical valuekc =kc(A) such that

∂tω(k, t) < 0 fork < kc and ∂tω(k, t) > 0 fork > kc. (5.5)

Fig. 5 is a stability diagram showing qualitatively such a critical value for the kinetic boundary condition with
µ= ν = 0. The curve,k= kc(A), is obtained by solving the equation∂tω(k, t) = 0 in which the growth rate∂tω(k, t) is
given by(5.1)with µ= ν = 0. The rates arek+ = 1 andk− = 2 so thatk−/(k+ +k−)= 2/3.

We see from our analysis that the circular island is always stable if its normalized areaA≥ k−/(k− + k+). The
island is asymptotically stable, with a decay rate proportional tok4 if the surface diffusion is included, or tok2 if
the surface diffusion is not but the line tension is included. In general, a small circular island is always stable, if the
line tension or surface diffusion is included. IfA<k−/(k− +k+), and if neither the surface diffusion nor line tension
is included, then the numerical solution suggests that there exists a critical wavenumberkc= kc(A) such that the
island is stable only for wavenumbersk < kc.

6. Conclusions

We have rigorously analyzed the linear, morphological stability of a single, epitaxially growing, circular island
with a radially symmetric adatom distribution, with respect to the perturbation in both radial and angular directions.
A BCF type island dynamics model that we use consists of the quasi-steady diffusion equation,

−D�ρ = F inΩ+(t) ∪Ω−(t),

a thermodynamics boundary condition (TBC) or a kinetic boundary condition (KBC),

TBC : ρ = ρe(1 + γκ) onΓ (t),
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Table 6.1
A summary of the asymptotic stability analysis

BCs and velocity ∂tω(k, t) ask→ ∞

TBC: γ = ν = 0
F (1 − 2A)

2A
k + O(1) asymptotically unstable ifA< 1/2

TBC: γ �= 0 orν �= 0 −ṽk4 − 2γ̃k3 + O(k2) asymptotically stable

KBC: µ= ν = 0
FR∞A1/2

2D

(
k−
(

1

A
− 1

)
− k+

)
+ O

(
1

k

)
asymptotically unstable ifA<k−/(k+ +k−)

KBC: µ �= 0 orν �= 0 −ṽk4 + (ṽ− (k+ + k−)µ̃)k2 + O(k) asymptotically stable

KBC :

{
−D∇ρ+ · n = k+(ρ+ − ρ∗ − µκ)

D∇ρ− · n = k−(ρ− − ρ∗ − µκ)
onΓ (t),

the normal velocity

v = −D[∇ρ · n] + νκss,

the continuity of the adatom density at the center of island, and the flux-free far-field condition.
We summarize inTable 6.1our analysis on the asymptotic behavior of the growth rate∂tω(k, t) and the corre-

sponding asymptotic stability or instability for large wavenumbers. For convenience, we use the notation

ν̃ = v

R4∞A2
, γ̃ = Dρeγ

R3∞A3/2
, µ̃ = µ

R2∞A
.

We make the following concluding remarks:

(1) For both the thermodynamic and kinetic boundary conditions, a circular island is always asymptotically stable,
if the line tension or surface diffusion is included.

(2) For both the thermodynamic and kinetic boundary conditions, a small island is stable for all wavenumbers, if
the line tension or surface diffusion is included.

(3) For the thermodynamic boundary condition, a circular island is always stable, if its normalized areaA≥ 1/2.
(4) For the kinetic boundary condition, a circular island is always stable, if its normalized areaA≥ k−/(k− +k+).
(5) For the thermodynamic boundary condition, if the line tension and surface diffusion are absent, and if the

normalized areaA≤ 1/2, then there exists a unique critical wavenumberkc =kc(A) such that the circular island
is stable for any wavenumberk< kc and unstable for anyk>kc.

(6) For the kinetic boundary condition, if the line tension and surface diffusion are absent, and if the normalized
areaA≤ k−/(k− +k+) then there exists a unique critical wavenumberkc =kc(A) such that the circular island is
stable for any wavenumberk<kc and unstable for anyk>kc.

(7) The Bales–Zangwill instability for straight atomic steps due to the Ehrlich–Schwoebel effect disappears for
small circular islands, if either the line tension or surface diffusion is included.
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Appendix A

We derive the boundary condition(3.22) and (3.23), and the velocity(3.21)for the linearized system(3.17)–(3.23).
First, consider a curveΓ 0:r = r 0(θ) in the polar coordinate system. It can be expressed as

x = r0(θ) cosθ, y = r0(θ) sinθ

in the Cartesian coordinate system. Here we use (x, y) instead of (x1, x2) to denote a generic point. The unit exterior
normalno and the curvatureκ0 of this curve are defined by

n0 = (yθ,−xθ)√
x2
θ + y2

θ

= r
′
0(θ)(sinθ,− cosθ) + r0(θ)(cosθ, sinθ)√

(r0(θ))2 + (r
′
0(θ))

2
, (A.1)

κ0 = xθyθθ − xθθyθ

(x2
θ + y2

θ )
3/2

= (r0(θ))2 + 2(r
′
0(θ)) − r0(θ)r

′′
0(θ)

(r0(θ))2 + 2(r
′
0(θ))

2 − r0(θ)r
′′
0(θ)

, (A.2)

where a subscript denotes a derivative. The tangential derivative of a smooth functionh=h(θ) defined onΓ 0 is

dh(θ)

ds
= h′(θ)√

x2
θ + y2

θ

= h′(θ)√
(r0(θ))2 + (r

′
0(θ))

2
. (A.3)

Since the curvẽΓ (t) is given byr =R(t) + εR1(θ, t), we obtain by(A.1), (A.2), and the Taylor expansion that

ñ = ε∂θR1(θ, t)(sinθ,− cosθ) + (R(t) + εR1(θ, t))(cosθ, sinθ)√
(ε∂θR1(θ, t))2 + (R(t) + εR1(θ, t))2

= n+ εn1 + O(ε2), (A.4)

κ̃ = (R(t) + εR1(θ, t))2 + 2(ε∂θR1(θ, t))2 − (R(t) + εR1(θ, t)(ε∂θθR1(θ, t))

{(R(t) + εR1(θ, t))2 + (ε∂θR1(θ, t))2}3/2
= κ + εκ1 + O(ε2), (A.5)

wheren andκ are given in(3.1), and

n1 = ∂θR1(θ, t)

R(t)
(sinθ,− cosθ), (A.6)

κ1 = − 1

R(t)2
(∂θθR1(θ, t) + R1(θ, t)). (A.7)

Now, we have by(3.12)that

ρ̃±(r, θ, t)|Γ̃ (t) = ρ±(R(t) + εR1(θ, t)) + ερ1±(R(t) + εR1(θ, t), θ, t)

= ρ±(R(t), t) + εR1(θ, t)∂rρ±(R(t), t) + ρ1±(R(t), θ, t) + O(ε2). (A.8)

Similarly, we have by(3.12) and (A.4)that

∇ρ̃±(r, θ, t) · ñΓ̃ (t) = {∇ρ±(R(t) + εR1(θ, t), t) + ε∇ρ1±(R(t) + εR1(θ, t), θ, t)} · (n+ εn1 + O(ε2))

= {∇ρ±(R(t)), t + εR1(θ, t)∇∂rρ − (R(t)), t + ε∇ρ1±(R(t), θ, t)} · (n+ εn1+)O(ε2)

= ∇ρ±(R(t), t) · n+ ε∇ρ±(R(t), t) · n1 + εR1(θ, t)∇∂rρ±(R(t), t) · n
+ ε∇ρ1±(R(t), θ, t) · n+ O(ε2).
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Note for any radially symmetric functiong=g(r) that �g(r)=g′(r)(cosθ, sinθ). Thus, by (3.1) and (A.6),
�g(r)n=g′(r) and�g(r)n1 = 0. Consequently,

∇ρ̃±(r, θ, t) · ñ|Γ̃ (t) = ∇ρ±(R(t), t) · n+ ε(R1(θ, t)∂rrρ±(R(t), t) + ∂rρ1(R(t), θ, t) + O(ε2). (A.9)

Inserting(A.8) and (A.9)into (3.14) and (3.15), using(2.2), (2.3), (A.5), and(A.7), and comparing terms of order
ε, we obtain the thermodynamic and kinetic boundary conditions(3.22) and (3.23)for ρ1.

By (3.13), the velocity of the boundarỹΓ (t) : r = R(t) + εR1(θ, t) is

ṽ = R′(t) + ε∂tR1(θ, t). (A.10)

Moreover, by(A.3), (A.5), (A.7), and(3.1),

κ̃s̃s̃ = − ε

(R(t))4
(∂θθθθR1(θ, t) + ∂θθR1(θ, t)) + O(ε2). (A.11)

Now, inserting(A.9)–(A.11) into (3.16), and using(3.6) and the fact thatκss= 0, we obtain the velocity formula
(3.21)from the O(ε) terms.
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